
Metro Occupational & Physical Therapy is the #1 choice for rehabilitative services in Nassau County. 

Founded over 40 years ago by Sherrie Glasser, Metro has been exceeding the physical therapy, occupational therapy, and 

needs of the Nassau, NY area.  Metro is a multi-disciplinary practice with (13) locations equipped with state of the are fitness
equipment and modalities, allowing the highly trained staff every luxury in treatment. 

Metro has an immediate opening for a full-time Outpatient Occupational Therapist.  If you are an excellent therapist who 

strives to produce optimal results for your patients, then Metro will be a great match for you! 

Metro Offers: 

 Longstanding Success

 Outstanding Work Culture

 Excellent Reputation

 Mentorship Programs

 Continuing Education Stipend

 Physician Lectures

 Shadowing Opportunities

 Flex Shifts &Weekend shifts available

Essential Responsibilities: 

 Provide educational information about occupational therapy, injury prevention, ergonomics and ways to promote

health.

 Provide one-on-one treatment for patients.

 Plan, prepare and carry out individually designed programs of occupational treatment to maintain, improve or restore

physical functioning, alleviate pain and prevent physical dysfunction in patients.

 Evaluate effects of treatment at various stages and adjust treatments to achieve maximum benefit.

 Meets the patient's goals and needs and provides quality care by assessing and interpreting evaluations and test results;

determining occupational therapy treatment plans in consultation with physicians or by prescription

Qualifications: 

 NYS License in occupational therapy

 CPR & First Aid Certified

 Provide appropriate care and treatment to patients based on physician care plan, agency policy and professional

standards of care.

Our Competitive Benefits Include: 

 Vacation & Paid Time Off Benefits

 401(k) Retirement Savings

 Health Insurance/Dental/Vision

 Flexible Spending

 Generous Con Ed Allowance

 Free Life Insurance

 AFLAC

Metro offers a diverse and creative place to grow, learn, and contribute. If you are interested in joining a passionate and 

dedicated professional community, please review our open positions and send resumes to Metro Human Resources 

at careers@metropt.com. 

Metro is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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